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Abstract. It is well-known that the crossover operator plays a very important role in genetic programming (GP). It is also widely admitted that standard crossover is made mostly randomly without semantic information. The lack of semantic information is the main reason that causes destructive effect, generally producing children worse than parents, of standard crossover. Recently, we have proposed a new semantic based crossover for GP, that is called Semantic Aware Crossover (SAC) [26]. It was shown in [26] that SAC outperforms standard crossover (SC) in solving a class of real-value symbolic regression problems. This paper extends [26] by giving some deeper analyses to understand why SAC helps to improve the performance of GP in solving these problems. The analyses show that SAC can increase the semantic diversity of population and this helps to reduce the crossover destructive effect in GP. The results also show that although SAC requires more time for checking semantics, this extra time is negligible.
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1 Introduction

Genetic programming (GP) is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by biological evolution to find the solution as computer programs for an user-defined task [17]. The program is usually represented in a language of syntactic formalism such as s-expression trees [17], a linear sequence of instructions, grammar derivation trees, or graphs [24]. The genetic operators in such GP systems are usually designed to ensure the syntactic closure property, i.e. to produce syntactically valid children from any syntactically valid parent(s). Using such purely syntactical genetic operators, GP evolutionary search is conducted on the syntactical space of programs with the only semantic guidance from the fitness of program measured by the difference of behavior of evolving programs and the target programs (usually on a finite input-output set called fitness cases).

Although GP has been shown to be effective in evolving programs for solving different problems using such (finite) behavior-based semantic guidance and pure syntactical genetic operator, this practice is somewhat unusual from real programmers perspective. Computer programs are not just constrained by syntax but also by semantics. As a normal practice, any change to a program should pay heavy attention to the change in semantics of the program and not just those changes that guarantee to maintain the program syntactical validity. To amend this deficiency in GP resulting from the lack
of semantic guidance on genetic operators, recently, we have proposed a semantic-based crossover operator for genetic programming [26] that is called Semantic Aware Crossover (SAC). The experimental results in [26] show that using semantic guidance on the crossover operator helps to improve GP in terms of the number of successful runs in solving a class of real-value symbolic regression problems.

In this paper we extend work in [26] by giving some deeper analyses to understand why SAC helps to improve the performance of GP on the problems tried. The analyses show that SAC can increase the semantic diversity of population and this helps to reduce the crossover destructive effect in GP. The results also show that although SAC requires more time for checking semantics, this extra time is negligible.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a review of related works on semantic based operations and semantics based crossover in GP. Section 3 describes briefly our crossover (SAC) proposed in [26]. The experiment setting is described in section 4 of the paper. The results of the experiments are then given and discussed in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and highlights some potential future extensions of this work.

2 Related works

Using semantic information in genetic programming is not new, there has been a number of related research over the years. The use of semantic information in the literature of GP could be seen in three ways: Using grammars [27, 3, 4], using formal methods [11–13, 15, 14] and based directly on GP expression tree representation [1, 20, 26]. In the first way, Attribute Grammars have been the most popular formalisms used to incorporate semantic information into GP. By using an attribute grammar and adding some attributes to individuals, we can check some useful semantic information of individuals during the evolutionary process. This information can subsequently be used to remove bad individuals from the population [4] or can be used to prevent generating invalid individuals [27, 3]. However, the attributes that are used to present semantics are problem dependent. Moreover, it might not always be easy to design attributes for each problem.

Recently, Johnson has advocated for using formal methods as a way of adding semantic information in the evolutionary process of GP [11–13]. In [12], he proposed a number of possible ways for incorporating program semantics extracted by formal method techniques into GP. In these methods, the semantic information that is extracted by using formal methods, mostly based on Abstract Interpretation and Model Checking, is mainly used as a way of measuring the fitness of individuals in some problems that are difficult to use a sample points based traditional fitness measure. Katz and coworkers used a model checking to solve Mutual Exclusion problem [15, 14]. In these works, semantics are extracted/calculated and then incorporated into the fitness of individuals.

The use of semantic information on expression trees has been realized in the modification of the crossover operator. Some first modifications of the standard subtree crossover in GP focused on syntax and structure of individuals. In [10], the crossover is implemented based on the depth of the trees or as in [25] based on the shape of trees. More recently, context has been considered as extra information for determining
crossover points in GP [7, 18] which is perhaps most close to exploiting semantic information for modifying the standard crossover. The weakness of these context based methods is that it is rather time consuming to evaluate the context of all subtrees of an individual as required by these approaches. In [1], the authors investigate the effect of directly using semantic information to guide the crossover operator in GP on Boolean domains. Their main idea is to check the semantic equivalence between the newly born children with their parents. The semantic equivalence checking of two Boolean expression trees is done by transforming the trees to reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (ROBDDs), and that they have the same semantic if and only if they are reduced to the same ROBDD. The semantic equivalence checking is then used to determine which of the individual participating in crossover operation will be copied to the next generation. If the children born as the result of crossover are semantically equivalent with their parents, they are not copied to the next generation, their parents are copied instead. By doing this, the authors argued that it helps to increase the semantic diversity of evolving population of programs that helps to improve the performance of GP in these problems.

In our previous work [26], we proposed a new crossover operation, called Semantic Aware Crossover (SAC), based on the semantic equivalence checking of subtrees. GP with SAC was applied to a family of real-value symbolic regression problems and the experiment results show that SAC is really effective. Our work in [26] is different from [1] in two ways. Firstly, the domain for testing semantically driven crossovers is real-valued rather than Boolean. For real-valued domains, the idea of checking semantic equivalence by reducing to common ROBDDs is no longer possible. Secondly, the semantic guidance of the crossover operator is not from the whole program tree behavior but from subtrees. This is inspired by recent work in [20] for calculating subtree semantics. However, the subtree semantic calculated in [26] is for real-valued domains but not Boolean domains as in [20].

3 Semantic Aware Crossover

The aim of the study in [26] is to extend the earlier work [1, 20] to real-valued domains. For such problems it is not easy to compute the semantics or semantic equivalence of two expression trees by reducing them to a common structure as for Boolean domain as in [1]. Similarly, complete enumeration and comparison of subtree fitness as in [20] is also impossible on real domains. In fact, the problem of determining semantic equivalence between two real-valued expressions is known to be complete NP-hard [6]. Therefore, we have to calculate the approximate semantics. In [26], a simple method for measuring and comparing the semantics of two expressions is used. To determine the semantic equivalence of two expressions, we measure them against a random set of points sampled from the domain. If the output of the two trees on the random sample set are close enough (subject to a parameter called semantic sensitivity) then they are designated as semantically equivalent. It can be written in pseudo-code as follows:

\[
\text{If } \text{Abs}(\text{Value}_{\text{On Random Set}}(P_1) - \text{Value}_{\text{On Random Set}}(P_2)) < \varepsilon \text{ then }
\]
\[
\text{Return } P_1 \text{ is semantically equivalent to } P_2.
\]

Where Abs is the absolute function and \( \varepsilon \) is a predefined constant called the semantic sensitivity. This method is inspired by the simple technique for simplifying expression
trees proposed in [22] called equivalence decision simplification (EDS), where complicated subtrees could be replaced by much simpler and templated subtrees if they are semantically equivalent.

The semantic equivalence of two subtrees could be used to control the crossover operation by constraining the operator in such a way that if the two subtree under the crossover point are semantically equivalent, the operator is forced to be executed on two new crossover points. The algorithms for SAC given in [26] is as follow:

1. Select two parents: \( P_1, P_2 \)
2. Choose at random crossover points at Subtree\(_1\) in \( P_1 \)
   
   Choose at random crossover points at Subtree\(_2\) in \( P_2 \)
   
   if (Subtree\(_1\) is not equivalent with Subtree\(_2\)) {
     Execute crossover
     Add the children to the new population
     Return TRUE }
   
   else {
     Choose at random crossover points at Subtree\(_1\) in \( P_1 \)
     Choose at random crossover points at Subtree\(_2\) in \( P_2 \)
     Execute crossover
     Return TRUE
   }

The motivation for doing SAC is to encourage GP individual trees to exchange subtrees that have different semantics, which is expected to encourage the change in semantics of the whole trees after each crossover. In [26], GP with SAC was proven to have the best performance on a family of real-valued regression problems in comparison with GP coupled with standard crossover (SC) and some other semantic checking based operation. However, the root of this success and the proof of achieving the semantic diversity in SAC motivation have not been clearly demonstrated. The following sections will give further analyses of the GP runs in [26], to gain further insight into the succinct cause of the success of SAC.

4 Experiment settings

All parameters of the experiments in this papers are the same as in our previous work [26] meaning that the standard crossover and SAC are tested on a class real-valued of symbolic regression problems with target functions as a family of polynomials of increasing degree given in [9]:

\[ F_1 = X^3 + X^2 + X, \quad F_2 = X^4 + X^3 + X^2 + X, \quad F_3 = X^5 + X^4 + X^3 + X^2 + X, \quad F_4 = X^6 + X^5 + X^4 + X^3 + X^2 + X \]

The parameters setting for SC and SAC are the same and as follows:

- Population size: 500
- Number of generation: 50
  - Tournament selection size: 3
  - Crossover probability: 0.9
  - Mutation probability: 0.1
  - Max depth of program tree at the initial generation: 6
  - Max depth of program tree at all time: 15
  - Non-terminals: +, -, *, / (protected version), sin, cos, exp, log (protected)
• Terminals: X, 1
• Number of sample: 20 random points from [-1…1].
• Hit: when an individual has an absolute error < 0.01 on a fitness case.
• Termination: A program scores 20 hits or maximum generation is exceeded.

The semantic sensitivities used in the experiment are: 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1. The reason why we choose this semantic sensitivities is that they are the values that help to improve the performance of SAC versus SC as has been shown in [26]. For each kind of crossover (SC and SAC), each target problem, and semantic sensitivity, 100 runs are performed which makes the total number of runs 5600.

5 Results and Discussion

To analysis the behavior of SAC and to compare it with SC, we conducted rerun the experiments in [26] and collect statistics on some aspects of them. These statistics and analyses are presented in the following subsections.

5.1 Equivalent crossovers

In the first experiment analysis, we investigate the question of frequency of semantically equivalent crossover event. It means how often SAC and SC exchange the semantically equivalent subtree. To answer this question we did collect statistics as the percentage of such crossovers events averaged over all generation and all runs in [26]. The result is shown in Table 1. we also graph the average percentage of semantically equivalent crossover event over 100 runs for each of 50 generations with sensitivity as 0.01 in Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.06</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1 SC</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 SC</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 SC</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 SC</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1 and Figure 1 it can be seen that overall the average percentage of semantically equivalent crossover events in SC (about 20%) is 5 folds bigger than SAC (about 4%). We also have conducted an experiment to test how crossover affect the relative fitness of the children to their parent when it swaps two semantically equivalent subtrees. The result is that in nearly all cases (about 98%), such crossover will produce
Fig. 1. The average percentage of equivalent crossovers with \textit{sensitivity}=0.01

the two children that have identical fitness with their parents. This infers that about 20\% of SC and much smaller with about 4\% of SAC, does not produce new children during the evolutionary process. Therefore, we argue that SAC is more semantical exploratory than SC on the problems tried.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{The average percentage of different children from their parent in crossover}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.06</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
\hline
F1           |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
SC           | 63.4\%| 63.4\%| 63.4\%| 63.4\%| 63.4\%| 63.4\%| 63.4\%|
SAC          | 73.4\%| 72.1\%| 71.7\%| 73.2\%| 73.0\%| 73.5\%| 73.7\%|
\hline
F2           |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
SC           | 66.8\%| 66.8\%| 66.8\%| 66.8\%| 66.8\%| 66.8\%| 66.8\%|
SAC          | 80.3\%| 79.1\%| 80.0\%| 80.5\%| 80.7\%| 80.3\%| 80.4\%|
\hline
F3           |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
SC           | 67.6\%| 67.6\%| 67.6\%| 67.6\%| 67.6\%| 67.6\%| 67.6\%|
SAC          | 77.7\%| 79.7\%| 80.4\%| 78.1\%| 78.3\%| 78.1\%| 78.5\%|
\hline
F4           |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
SC           | 67.9\%| 67.9\%| 67.9\%| 67.9\%| 67.9\%| 67.9\%| 67.9\%|
SAC          | 80.2\%| 80.1\%| 80.0\%| 80.7\%| 80.8\%| 80.7\%| 80.4\%|
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
5.2 Semantic diversity

In the previous section, statistics has shown that, on the problem tried SAC encourages more exchange of semantically different subtrees, which inevitably encourage the change in semantics of the children compared to their parent. It triggers the second experiment in this section on semantic diversity. Population diversity has been long seen as a crucial factor in genetic programming [2]. In general, the search process will be more robust if the more population diversity is maintained. There are two kinds of metrics which have been used for measuring and controlling the diversity of population is genotypic diversity and phenotypic diversity [8]. While the first one concerns to syntax (structure) of individuals in the population [23], the second one is based on the behavior (fitness) [21] of individuals in the population. In this paper, we propose a new measure for semantic diversity of genetic operators called semantic diversity of crossover (SDC).

SDC is different with other metrics in that it does not aim to measure the difference between the individuals in the same population but to measure the difference between the individuals of the two successive populations. In other words, SDC is used to measure how are individuals different before and after crossover. Here, the difference between individuals before and after crossover is again determined based on a set of random points drawn from the problem domain.

We use SDC to measure the semantic diversity of SC and SAC by counting the percentages of these crossover events in the runs that generated semantically new children from their parents. This value is then averaged over 50 generations and 100 runs and shown in table 2. We also show in Figure 2, the average percentage of different children over 100 runs for each of 50 generations with sensitivity as 0.05.

It is obvious from Table 2 and Figure 2 that there is a strong correlation with the statistics given in the previous subsection. In some first generations, about 70% of SC generated different children while this value of SAC was nearly 90%. It is important as in the early phase of evolutionary process, it is expected that GP would have high exploration capacity in creating (semantically) new individuals. During the evolutionary process, the percentage of different children of both crossover go down. However, SAC is always about 15% higher than one of SC. It should be noted that generally in SAC it is not guaranteed that SAC always generates two semantically new children even when the two semantically equivalent subtrees is prevented. From our point of view the reason might lie in the existence of some fixed semantic subtrees as in the boolean domains, which was shown in [20]. However, further analysis needs to be conducted to reach a more certain conclusion.

5.3 Constructive effect

As is shown in section 5.2, SAC is more semantically productive than SC generating more children that are different with their parents. However, it would be interesting to ask, at least on the problem tried, whether this helps the crossover operations in breeding better children from the parents (more constructive crossover). To answer this question we conducted an experiment on constructive effect of SAC and SC. The methodology to measure the constructive effect in here is similar to that [19]. It means that comparison the constructive effect of two crossovers is done by simply calculating the percentages
Fig. 2. The percentage of generating newly children of two crossover schemas of the events of generating a better child from its parents through crossover. This value is then averaged over number of generations and number of runs. The results are given in Table 3, and in Figure 3 depicts the average percentage of generating a better child from its parent over 100 runs for each 50 generations with sensitivity is 0.08.

Table 3. The average percentage of better children than their parent in crossover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.06</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1 SC 10.5% 10.5% 10.5% 10.5% 10.5% 10.5% 10.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC 15.5% 15.0% 14.7% 15.4% 15.3% 15.5% 15.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 SC 11.3% 11.3% 11.3% 11.3% 11.3% 11.3% 11.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC 17.2% 16.7% 16.9% 17.3% 17.4% 17.3% 17.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 SC 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC 15.9% 16.8% 17.0% 16.0% 16.1% 16.0% 16.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 SC 11.4% 11.4% 11.4% 11.4% 11.4% 11.4% 11.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC 16.7% 16.8% 16.7% 17.0% 17.1% 17.0% 17.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result from Table 3 and Figure 3 shows that SAC is more fitness constructive, often 5%-10% better, than SC. This result explains why the performance of SAC was better than SC in terms of number of successful runs as in [26].
5.4 Code bloat

The better performance of SAC as observed in [26] goes with a cost as it takes more time to calculate the subtree semantics. It reflected in the slightly higher running time of SAC compared to SC. But how much really expensive the extra calculations are? In this paper, we do not want to compare the running time only and simply but to look deeper in the reasons that cause the extra computation time of SAC and investigate how much that expensiveness likely to be. To understand the root of possible extra computation time of SAC compared to SC, we conducted a code bloat analysis for the runs of the two operators. Here, it is supposed that the extra computation time of SAC might mainly come from two sources. The first source is that the individuals in SAC runs were more complicated than those of SC. Therefore, the time to evaluate individual fitness in SAC runs is higher than in SC runs. The second source is the time needed to compare the semantic equivalence of the two subtrees. To determine which is the main source we collected two statistics from the experiment runs. The first one is the average size of individuals (number of nodes) over 50 generations and averaged over 100 runs of SAC versus SC. The second one is the average size of subtrees which need to be checked for the semantical equivalence testing in SAC. This is averaged for each of 50 generation and over 100 runs. The two statistics are shown in Table 4, and Table 5 respectively.

It can be seen from Table 4 and Table 5 that the higher running time of SAC was caused not only by the calculation of subtree semantics but also by the increase of the size of individuals (bloat). However, these two time measure are almost negligible for
the problem tried. In Table 5, it can be seen that the average size of subtrees in SAC is very small in comparison with average size of individuals. Therefore, the time needed to calculate and compare subtree subtree fitness is small. Moreover, there are also some methods which could be used to store semantics of these subtrees and that leads to more efficient subtree semantic calculation. One example of such method is the use of cache as in [16], which we aim to do in further extensions of SAC. The average individual size in SAC was bigger than that of SC but only with a very small margin. Moreover, there could also be some ways to reduce further the size of the individuals in SAC runs. For instance size of subtrees could be incorporated into the selection of crossover points apart from semantic information which might prefer smaller subtrees.

6 Conclusion and future works

In this paper we have compared SAC and SC on different aspects. Firstly, we have pointed out that there are about 20% of SC operations is the swap of semantically equivalent subtrees. This likely leads to the breed of children that are semantically similar to their parents. This weakness of SC can be amended in SAC by preventing the occurrence of such swapping operations. Secondly, we have shown that, at least on the problem tried, SAC helps to promote better semantic diversity generating more semantically new children than SC. The results also show that SAC is more constructive than SC. This can be seen as a direct consequence of better semantic diversity obtained with SAC. Furthermore, we also show that the extra computation time of SAC compared to SC is almost negligible.

In future, we aim to apply SAC to various and more difficult symbolic regression problems (such multi-variate regression with more complex solution structure re-
In these problems the promotion of semantic diversity might be more difficult. We are also planning to combine SAC idea with some of previous proposed crossovers in the literature that are based on the structure of trees such as crossover with bias on the depth of nodes as in [10] or one point crossover as in [25]. Another potential research is to apply SAC on problems of Boolean domain that as in [20], of which it is very difficult to generate the children that are different from their parents in terms of semantics. Finally, we are intending to investigate the suitable range of semantic sensitivity for each class of problems. In this papers, these values were determined mostly by hand tuning. However, these value can be incorporated into GP individual and get evolved in a way that is similar to the self-adaptation of genetic algorithm parameters as in [5].
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